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Perfect!
5/5 Stayed Apr 2023
Jeanne B. Indiana

What a wonderful property!! The location was perfect, the house was perfect, the pool was perfect and
we loved the beach area and view of the marina. In addition, we had easy access to Christiansted and
all the OUTSTANDING restaurants on the East end.

Holly was the most communicative owner I have ever encountered with a property. She actually cared
that our stay was perfect. We go to St Croix at least yearly and and if this home is available I wouldn’t
stay anywhere else. Sara the property manager on island was very responsive ( although we had no
needs because the property was STUPENDOUS).

Although I have nothing negative to say about the property, if someone has mobility issues, this may
not be the property for them because of the hills on the property. This is also what makes the house,
property and view great!

Published Apr 13, 2023



Perfect stay in St. Croix
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Donald I. Ogden Dunes

Fantastic house to use as a base to explore St. Croix. Very good restaurants close by and the
property manager Sara was great to give suggestions for everything we wants to see and experience.
We would definitely stay here again when returning to St. Croix.

Published Apr 1, 2023

Host’s response:
And we would be happy to host you as our guests at any time in the future! We're just delighted
that you all had an excellent time at Holly's Beach Folly and that you enjoyed St. Croix. There are
just so many things to see and do, listen and taste, see and hear. It was our pleasure to have you
as our guests, thank you!!

Home away from home
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Corliss B.

Second time we have stayed here and just as wonderful as the first. So well stocked, so comfortable
and roomy, such incredible views. Perfect location near good restaurants. Got to see the moon rise at
Udall Point.

Published Mar 24, 2023

First time in st croix
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Jeff M.

Nothing but amazing things to say. Great communication, support, and the house was perfect. Big
bedrooms, great pool, nice kitchen. East end of the island but so close to christiensted. Dining nearby
was amazing. Ziggys, Duggens, blue terrace and cheeseburgers In American paradise were all so
great and with 5 minutes.

Walk down to your own private beach and watch the sea turtles.

We will 100% be back as we look for property of our own. Thank you for helping make this family
vacation amazing.



Published Mar 4, 2023

Host’s response:
Thank you so much for your wonderful comments and clearly, pure enjoyment! This is exactly
what we strive for and hope our guests will see and feel when they visit St. Croix and stay at
Holly's Beach Folly. It's affirming and delightful to know that you truly took the time to look around
and explore while realizing the magic and beauty of this island. We wish you and your family the
best of luck in your Real Estate adventures and please know we'd be honored to host you and
your family at any time! And if you have any questions about island life and I might be able to help
you, please just let me know :)

Paradise Found
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
David E.

It is difficult to know where to begin to describe how much we enjoyed our stay at Holly's. Beginning
with the host, she is perhaps the most responsive and communicative person I have ever dealt with.
Her local caretakers (Sara & Jonathan) are equally helpful and responsive. The property was
everything as described in the photos and the narrative. It was clean and well equipped and ideally
located. Staying here you are only a short drive from the majority of restaurants and resorts and points
of interest. We had only one minor question about the house after checking in and our questions were
answered quickly and thoroughly. The private pool and semi-private beach are a definite bonus to the
already vast amenities this property has to offer. The view is stunning and the house is comfortable
and homey. We would definitely stay here again and highly recommend it to anyone else.

Published Feb 24, 2023


